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An alignment system and mediod of use
piovide significant in^novement In die aocuiacy
of a golf stroke or putt. The flUgnment system
may be Incotpoiated Into or attacbed to die bead
(10) or shaft (14) of a golf dub such as a putter

or a chopper. One con^wnent of the aUgnment
system is a sighting aligmnent system wUdi
hichides a taming mhior (12) that is attached to
the club head. While view^ die lefleidan of
die ball and taiget dirou^ die mbnr, die golfer

obtains visual feed-back diat is veiy sensitive

to the chib positlonmg and ahning. The odier
componem is anodwr optical alignment system
hi which parallax is removed to put die gofo's
eye hi the proper plane to assure niignnMwit over
die golf chib head. When bodi alignments are
mafaitBined in the reflected Image during the

'

golfer's stroke, die accuracy of die stroke is

dramadcally fanproved. >
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GOLF WITH OPTTrAT At Tnxft,4ENT SYSTRM

BACKCROTTMn OP INVRMTrnNJ

Field of the Ihvmfion

The present mvention relates to the game of golf, and more
specifically, it relates to an alignment system for a golf dub which improves
accuracy.

Desoription of Related Art

A golf course generaUy has 18 holes spread over a landscaped area
that customarUy includes a number of hazards-water, rough, sand traps (also

known as bunkers), and trees-that are designed to make the game more
difficult. Difficulty is also increased by the varying distances among holes.

Hay on each hole is begun at the tee area, from which players "tee off and
"drive" the ball into the fairway or onto the green. At the end of the hole-
which can vary in length from about 100 to 600 yards is the putting green,
which surrounds the actual hole, or -rcup," into which the baU must be putted
in order to complete the hde. Saint Andrews in Scotland, Augusta National
in Georgia (site of the annual Masters tournament), and Pd)ble Beach in
California have some of the most feunous and difficult courses.

In the putting segment of the game of golf, the objective is to direct

the golf ball across the putting green until it comes to rest in the hole or asp.
The putting green is a smooth and closely cut grassy area surrounding the

hole. An accurately hit golf ball will travel along a path to the hole, in the
case where the path between fiie ball and hole contains a slope to one side or
the other, the golfer will try to determine the proper target direction which
will aUow the ball (once struck) to follow a curved path to the hole.

Although the putting green is usuaUy conditioned to provide an
optimum surface over which to putt, the inabiUty to properly aim the ball is a
golfer's major shortcoming. When putting, it is very important that the face
of the putter be placed exactly at a right angle in line to the target direction at
the moment when the putter impacts the baU. AUgnment of the putter
adjacent to the ball in this manner is difficult when the baU rests even a short
distance fitom the hole, since the golfer is usually unable to see the ball, club
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head and target simultaneously. This problem also exists when using any
typeof golf dub.

In general, a golfer attempts to ensure that club head alignment and
motion are oo-llnear with ^intended direction at the exact point of Lnpact "

with the ball. A number of patents have attempted to provide improvements
in a golf club that would help a golfer ensure similar co-linearity of dub head *

alignment and motion.

U.S. Patent No. 3,421,765 is directed to a golf dub induding a
sighting mirror for aligning the face of the golf dub with a golf ball and the
flag stick used on ttie putting green of a golf coarse. Accordingly, fte

invention comprises a putter that enables the golfer to view the putter, golf

ball, and a hole or flagstick simultaneously. The invention indudes a mirror
or other reflective surface, attadied to the head of the golf dub in such a
manner fliat, when ttie player places the dub in position to putt the golf baU,
the mirror will reflect an image of any object in the area in front of the fece of
the golf dub, both horizontally and verticaUy in front of the fece of the golf

dub so that the object can be seen by tiie golfer in his normal stance above ttie

golf dub. The patent can present erroneous feedback to ttie golfer, due to the

lack of an effective means for alignment between the putter head and tiie

golfer's eye.

U.S Patent No. 3,507,500 is directed to a putter which indudes a

mirror attachment tiiat enables a golfer to view ttie putter, golf ball and a hole
or flag stick simultaneously. The invention indudes a mirror or otiier

reflective surface, attached to ttie head of the putter in sudi a manner that,

when the player places the putter in position to putt the golf ball, the mirror
wiU reflect an image of any object in the area in ftont of tiie fece of tiie putter.

It is an djject of this invention to provide an apparatus for positioning the

face of the head of a golf dub so that its vertical and lateral axes are disposed
exactly at right angles to the direction a golf ball must travel to enter tiie hole
of a putting greea In this patent also, there is no effective means for

alignment between tiie putter head and the golfer's eye. This can lead to

erroneous feedback to the golfer. It is apparent from the figures that botti

patents discussed above add mass unbalance about the center of the putter

face whidi undesirably moves tiie "sweet spot" assodated witfi fltat putter.

2
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VS. Patent No. 5,195749 is directed to a golf dub head which includes

a front face witti a negative inclination; a middle section inclined about 45-
and a section which acts as a mirror witii a view to liiung up the stroke. A
first object of the patent is to prevent the baUfixm being sUced or hooked. A
second object of the patent is to obtain a suitable line in order to aim the dub
with complete independence of the position and stance of Oie player. This

patent shows ttte same lade of alignment (from putter head to tte golfer's

eye), as evidenced in VS. Patent No. 3/421,765 and US. Patent No. 3,507,500,

which provides erroneous feedback to the gdfer.

VS. Patent No. 4,601^472 is a sighting device for a putter and
indudes an eye aligning mirror having a horizontal reflective surface and a

ball and target aUgning mirror. The device is used for aUgning the putting

face of the blade square to a target path between a ball and target while

aligning the eye of the player over the putter dub head The stated object of

the patent is to provide a sighting device which may be attached to the blade
of some types of putters without having to modify the putter blade so that the

same putter may be used by a player in botti practice and play under the rules

of golf. The patent shows a limited means few alignment of the golfer's eye to

the putter head, which is required for reliable feedback about the putter face.

The mechanism used (a mirror laying flat on top of the putter so ttie golfer

may see his eye in flie reflection) fails in five important ways. First, this

increases the likelihood of seeing ttie sun reflected in this mirror which poses
an optical hazard of temporary blindness or after images that impair vision.

Second, the putter head will tUt out of aUgnment to the golfer's eye during a
swing except in the extremely unlikely event where the swing is on a circular

arc centered on the golfer's eye. Third, the design is limited to a given style or

type of putter head. Fourth, the putter head striking surface is reduced to

appioximatdy twenty-five percent of the original putter head striking surface.

Fifth, due to the small size of the minor and its distance to tiie eye, the golfer

may get confused about which eye sees which, e.g., right seeing right, right

seeing left and right seeing left while simultaneously left seeing right.

It is desirable that a gdf dub indude the advantage of a type of

visual feedback to the golfer which would ensure that the alignment of the

dub head be co-linear with the intended direction at the point of impact. It is

also desirable to provide a golf dub that indudes a means for insuring that

3
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the position of the dub head with respect to the golfer's view, remains within
a presaibed plane, both before and during the putting stroke. It would also be
beneficial if the aUgnmentof the golf dub to the intended target induded a

means for on^axis viewing of the golf ball and target in a properly balanced
dub. Additionally, it would be helpful if the golf dub indude visual

feedback to assist and verify a straight swing of the dub head in the plane that

indudes the intended target directioa The present invention provides these

aiul odter advantages and benefits.

SUMMARY nv TH]7 tNVRNTfnM
It is an object of tiie present invention to provide an alignment

system for a golf dub which significantly iiiq}roves putting accuracy.

It is another d^ect of the invention to provide a golf dub witti an
alignment system which significantly improves the dub head alignment for

tile golfer.

It is a further object of the present invention to provide an
apparatus which can be used to improve swing accuracy.

Still another object of the invention is to provide a mettuxl for

significantiy improving alignment of a golf dub swing.

The invention is a compound alignment system which may be
attached to the dub or incorporated directly into the head of a golf dub. The
compound aUgnment system is comprised of two independent aUgnment
systems which may share common parts such as a turning mirror. Ihefiist
aUgnment system will be called the parallax correction aUgnment system
because it uses a system to remove visual paraBax to properly aUgn the
golfer's eye over the dtib head. The second aUgnment system wiU be termed
the sighting aUgnment system because the golfer sets his sights on his target
whUe kwking into the turning mirror. When used together, these aUgnment
systems aUow the golfer to line up a stroke, such as a putt, much mote
accuratdy than would be possible without this visual feedback.

In one example, a putter head has a forward striking face for

impacting the baU, and would have a tear upper portion which holds a

reflecting surface that is angled to present a view of the golf baU and the
target upon sighting aUgnment. The mirror usuaUy has a protective glass or
plastic layer above the reflecting surface. This transparent spacer with a thin
Une (oo-planar with the surface normal of the striking face) painted on flie top

4
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surface constitutes an embodiment of the paraUax correction aUgnment
system. A reflection of the line is visible from the reflective surface. For
proper parallax correction aUgnment, the line on the top of the transparent
spacer obscures the reflected line in the golfer's view. While maintaining
parallax correction alignment, the dub head is translated until the golf baU is

aligned evenly about the overlaid lines to center the baU on the striking face
and then sight the target in the reflection viewed by the gdller. Whenthis
alignment is maintained during the golfer's stroke, the directional accuracy is

improved dramatically.

An advantage of this invention over existing putters and other golf
dubs is the elimination or reduction of initial set-up error. Trial and error
experimentation to interpret or adjust for the off-axis view is eliminated. The
player's confidence will ultimatdy be improved through the reduction in
aUgnment uncertainty caused by improper or questionable set-up.

Additionally, proper swing motion and the development of correct muscle
memory for consistent golf strokes is possible what the aUgnment described
above is done in two or more locations such as near the baU and when the
putter head is a foot or more distance from the baU before it is struck. Muscle
memory is reinforced by observing that one can swing back and return to the
baUandstiUbeaUgned. Accuracy gain is a welcome form of feedback that
gives confidence to any golfer.

Set-up error is eUminated or reduced through the iterative

aUgnment procedure which is visual and easy to leam. The procedure first

utUizes the paraUax correction aUgnment system to ensure accurate
positioning of the golfer's eye relative to the dub head. Next, the sighting
aUgnment system provides anon^ view for dub head, baU and target
aUgnment. Hence, the artide is a new training aid, as weU as a dub that andd
be used during an actual golf game.

BRIEF DESCRIPTrnM OP nRAWTTsirrc^

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a putter head of one embodiment
of the present invention.

Figure 2 is a skie view of the putter head of figure 1.

Figure 3 is a is a top view of the putter head of figure 1.

Figure 4 is a fiont view of the putter head of figure 1.

6
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Figure 5 shows a perspective view of a chipper head of the present
invention.

*^

Figure 6 shows the plane defined by the parallax correction
alignment system.

Figure 7 is a golf dub with a concave minor sectioa
Figure 8 is a putter with thin fins.

Figure 9 shows a second embodiment of thin fins where shapes
come into view with correct alignment

Figure 10 shows a cylindrical putter head.
Figure 11A shows a side view of a putter with a right prism.
Hgure IIB shows a £ront view of the putter of figure llA.
Figure lie shows a perspective view of the putter of figure llA.
Figure 12 is a side view of a putter with a mechanical or liquid

crystal shutttf. ^

Figure 13 shows an embodiment of the present invention having
two positive lenses attached to a shaft

Kgure 14 is a golf dub with an adjustable inflective suifeoe.
Figure ISA is a modular embodiment of the invention.
Figure ISB shows an attadunent to the modular embodiment of

Figure 15A.

.

^"^^ a top view of a putter head with a lower notdied
portion and an upwardly angled reflective surface that has an upper notdt

DETAXLEP PFSTRTPTIOM rf i^jynmnu
The invention is generaUy a method and apparatus for aligning

an object m a desired diredion, and indudes a parallax coirection
ahgnment system having means for defining a plane where para^
been eliminated. Parallax is an apparent dumge in the diredion of an
objed, caused by a diange in observational position that provides a new
hne of si^t. The invention also indudes a sighting aligmnent system
havmg reflerting means whidt indude a surface nonnal located in the
planedesaibed above, "n^e apparatus may be integral with the objed or itmay be a modular unit that is attadiable to the object These general
etements are shown in the spedfic embodiments of a putter and a dUppershown m the accompanying figures. The sighting alignment system may
use optical elements sudi as lenses and holograms to alter the image of

6
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the target direction viewed with the reHecting means. The image plane of
the target direction may be moved to another location such as infinity

(wheie it is easiest for most people to focus) or closer in so the image
coincides with the image plane used in the parallax correction aUgnment
system. The image size of the target may be changed to adjust the

sensitivity of image motion with respect to alignments (such as twisting
the dub head about a vertical axis through its center of mass). The
reflecting means may indude a reflective lens such that it has optical

power and can be used to adjust target image size and/or image plane
location

Figure 1 shows a perspective view of putter head 10 with rear
portion 11 which is upwardly angled at about 45- and has a reflective surface

12 attached to the top thereof. A transparent spacer layer 18 is either attached
to the top of reflective surface 12 or the reflective coating 12 is appUed to the
bottom of the transparent spacer layer 18. One embodiment of a parallax
correction aUgnment system comprises a solid, dot, dashed or patterned line

16 incorporated on or embedded into the transparent spacer layer 18 in such a
way that it is co-planar with the surface normal of the striking foce 20. Let the
surface normal be defined as a line passing through the center of the striking

face 20 and being perpendicular to a planar striking face 20, or at least

horizontally perpendicular to a curved or tUted striking face 20. Forward axis

22 illustrates such a surface normal. Horizontal axis 24 and vertical axis 26 are
also shown. line 16 may have a top color that is different from a bottom
color to discriminate reflected line 17 ftom the top line 16, to ensure that the
user's eye to the dtib head is in the proper plane, as the user holds shaft 14 in
the normal putting stance. While holding the putter in the normal putting
position, line 16 is aUgned when viewed to be co-planar with reflected line 17,
through golf ball 13 and to the target (not shown).

Figure 2 shows a side view of the putter of figure 1. Upwardly
angled rear portion 11 of putter head 10 has reflective surface 12 attached
thereto. Transparent spacer 18 is attached to the top of reflective surface 12.

line 16 is attached to the top of or embedded into transparent spacer layer 18.

Shaft 14 upwardly extends from a portion of the putter head 10. Reflective
minor surface 12 and transparent spacer layer 18 angle above a hitting surface

7
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(about 45") so as to aUow the user to sight down through line 16 and 17, and
ball 13 to the intended target

Hguie 3 is a top view of putter head 10, reflective surface 12^spacer

18, dub face 20, gdf ball 13 and shaft 14. The paraUax correction alignment
system comprises line 16 and reflected line 17 and a transparent space between
them. This is approximately the view as seen by a player in the normal
putting stance. The reflection of golf balll3 is shown in the reflective surface
12. A target; such as a flag stick in a holeon the putting greeiv is not
illustrated in reflective surface 12. Tlie overlap of lines 16 and 17 show
paraUax correction aUgnment is obtained but the putter head 10 should be
translated along horizontal axis 24 to better center the golf baU 13 on the
striking face 20 as shown by lines 16 and 17 not equaUy dividing the image of
golf baU 13 in the reflective surface 12. Figure 4 shows a fcont view of putter
head 10, reflecthre surface 12, spacer 18, dub face 20 and shaft 14. Hie parallax
oorredion alignment system comprises line 16 and reflected line 17 and a
transparent space between them. Figure 4 shows that reflected line 17 is

slightiy out of alignment witti line 16.

A chipper is a type of golf dub used generally off the putting green
to provide loft with a putt-like stroke to carry the ball over higher cut grass to
the green so the ball may roll with accuracy similar to a putt. Figure 5 shows a
perspective view of a chipper head 30 with an upwardly angled portion 32,
and a reflective surface 34 attadied thereto. The transparent spacer layer 18
and parallax aUgnment system comprising line 16 and reflected line 17 are not
showa Qub head 30 has a dub face 42 which is formed at an angle with
respect to the vertical plane. Qub face 42 can be formed at an angle within a
range, as known in the art, depending on the distance and toft required.
Figure 6 shows a perspective view of a putter head 10 having a putter face 20,
shaft 14 and reflective surface 12. Spacer layer 18 and lines 16 and 17 are not

'

shown in this figure. When line 16 overlaps line 17, the parallax collection
aUgnment system is aUgned and plane 50 is estabUshed.

The sighting aUgnment system may use optical elements such as
lenses and holograms to alter the image of the target direction viewed with
the reflecting means. A hotogram that has a very narrow viewing angle may
be used as a parallax correction system. In figure 6, reflective surface 12 may
be replaced with a hologram. The image size of the target diredion may be

8
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moved to another location such as infinity (where it is easiest for most people
to ftjois) or closer in so the iniage coincides with the image plane used in the
parallax cortection alignment system. The image size of the target may be
changed to adjust the sensitivity of image motion with respect to alignments
(such as twisting the club head about a vertical axis through its center of
mass). Ihe hologram may project shapes to an image plane. The reflecting
means may include a reflective lens, as shown in figure 7, such that it has
optical power and can be used to adjust target image size and/or image plane
locatioa Figure 7 shows a putter head 60 having a shaft 62 and a curved
portion 64 with a refiecthfe surface 66 attached thereto. A transparent spacer
layer 68 witti a parallax correction aUgnment system is attached to the top of
reflective surface 66.

As indicated in figures 1-4, the parallax correction alignment system
may include a first line and a second line, where the first and second lines are
located in the plane defined by the surface normal of the himing mirror and
the horizontal component of the surface normal of the striking face of the
golf dub. The first line is then located between a user's view and the second
line, where the first and second lines are separated along an optical axis
extending firom the user's view to the second line. The parallax correction
alignment system is properly aUgned when the first and second lines overlap
in the user's view in the defined plane. Ihe second line may simply be a
reflection of the first line in the turning mirror if the first line extends across
the minor separated by a smaU distance. The reflected second line may be
seen when the user's view is out of the defined plane.

In figure 8, the parallax correction aUgnment system includes thin
fins 70 attached to the top of reflective surface 74 of putter 76. Thin fins 70 are
configured to be parallel to the defined plane, as shown in figure 6, to obscure
the user's view ftom the sighting aUgnment system when the user's view is

out of the defined plane. The thin fins 70 are optimaUy spaced at no greater
than 2 mm apart, are located above the reflecthre surface 74 and are embedded
in a ttUn sheet of opticaUy dear material (not shown). Figure 9 shows
another embodiment where shapes 80 obscured by fins 82 come into view
when the paraUax correction aUgnment system is aUgned. Figure 10 depids
an embodiment of the paraUax oorredion aUgnment system whidi indudes a
cyUndrical refledor 90 (continuous or segmented) having surface normals 92

8
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Aat ate a>i)lanar With the plane 50 defined by the parallax correction
aUgnment systeni, where the user's view includes a view of the user's eye in
the d^ned plane.

Hgure llA shows an embodiment of the invention where the
reflecting means may include internal reflection o£f the largest rectangular
face 100 of a right prism (45»^«>.90«), where the first and second lines are on
the perpendicular rectangular faces of the right prism. Figure IIB shows the
overlap of first line 105 and second line 106. Figure UC shows a perspective
view of the putter of figure llA. The first and second lines are then located in
a plane defined by the surface normals of the right prism and the horizontal
component of the surface normal of the striking face of the golf club.

Another embodiment of the invention, shown in figure 12
includes means for momentarily blocking the sighting alignment sys'tem.
Putter or chipper striking head 110 has a parallax correctton alignment system
112 attached thereto. A mechanical shutter 114 or an electronically oontroUed
liquid crystal fight valve with no moving parts 114 may be used for this
purpose, -n^e liquid crystals may be designed to change from transparent to
translucent (scattering light to obscure the view) or transparent to opaque
(absortiing light witii ttie help of polarizere to attenuate the view).

Figure 13 shows an embodiment of the present invention having
lenses 120 and 122 attached to shaft 124. These lenses may be telescopically
adjusted to alter the view of the intended target or direction. InfigureM,
mirror 130 may tilted to compensate for the differences in putting stance

'

taken by individual players.

A modular embodiment of the present invention is shown in
figure 15A. Figure ISBshowis an attachment to the modular embodiment of
Figure 15A Front portion 150 of fixed piece 152 is fixedly attached in an
existing cavity on ttie rear side of a putter or chipper head (not shown).
Upper portion 154 comprises a reflective surface 156 and a spacer layer 158
with line 16 and reflected line 17. The two pieces are attached by sliding a
male portion 160 of upper portion 154 into a female portion 162 located
parallel to the plane where parallax has been eliminated of the parallax
correction alignment system.

Figure 16 shows a top view of a putter head 190 with a lower
notched portion 192 and an upwardly angled reflective surface 194 that has an

10
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Upper notch 196. In operation, lower notch 192 is aligned within upper notch

196 while viewing the golf ball and the intended target

Referring to figures 1-4, qperation of flie device of the present

invention requires two difieroit alignment procedures to ensure a true on-

axis view of the target Hie first alignment procedure is to align the golfer's

eye to the proper plane to view an image in the reflective surfece 12 by means
of the parallax correction alignment systeiQ, which In one embodiment
contains line 16, reflected line 17, and a transparent space between them. Hie
parallax correction alignment system provides real-time visual feed-back in

which the golfer rotates the putter head 10 about the fbrwaid axis 22 to

eliminate or minimize parallax (Le., when line 16 overlaps reflected line 17).

Alternatively, tiie golfer may translate his/her eye along horizontal axis 24
until overiap of lines 16 and 17 indicates his/her eye is in the proper viewing
plane. The alignment line 16 may incorporate a line or pattern which runs
down the center from top to bottom of ttte transparent spacer layer 18, Just

above reflective surface 12, and could use different colors for the top and
bottom surfoce of the line or pattern 16. The user views the top suifece of the

line or pattern 16 and ttie bottom surface of the line or pattern 17 as it is

reflected in the reflective surface 12. When the user's eye is in tiie proper
plane, the line 16 and the reflected line 17 will overlap one another and only
the top cotor will be visible. If ttte user is not in the proper plane tiien all or a
portion of the reflected line adjacent to either side of tiie top line will be
observed, indicating an of^axis or parallax view which exposes a different

cdor on tiie bottom side.

Hie second alignment procedure is ttien to align the dub fece to tiie

baU and target. This alignment Is accomplished by twisting about vertical axis

26 and if necessary, tipping about horizontal axis 24 to observe tittough

reflective surface 12 the golf ball 13 in line witti the target Once tt»is second
alignment is accomplished, the user has a view similar to the view of a
billiards player viewing die cue stick in aUgnment witti the cue ball and target

ball or target direction.

The next step is for tiie user to iterate alignment procedures one and
two to ensure only one line is visible in fhe reflective surface 12 and also tiiat

tiie dub hitting surface, the ball and intended target are in correct sighting

aUgnment This step is accomplished by the user changing ttwir focus from

11
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the paraUax aUgnment system on putter head 10 (in this case line 16), to themu«a in reflective surface 12, untU the user has verified mutual aligmnent
of both ahgnment steps.

A tiiird independent alignment mentioned above speaks to motion
of putter head 10 along horizontal axis 24 to center golf baU 13 on the striking
face 20. In a properly balance putter head, the rotational inertia about verticd
axis 26 IS large enough that no significant amount of rotation of striking face
20 oa:«« during impact to deflect goH^
13 IS not struckm the middle of the striking surface 20. In other wordsTflJ^
ahgmnent step is very fbrghdng and not a Critical part of lining up a putt It
does, however, have a smaUeflect on ttie forward energy imparted to tiie
ball Tte ^weetspoTonstrikingfaceMistheimpactpointwhichdeUvers
the least angular torque to tt« golf dub. In a proper swing, thisspotwiUbe
near the center of mass of putter head 10.

Accordingly, it can be seen tiuit proper use of ttieaUgnment
procedures in conjunction witt» the aligmnent system significantiy improves

^ user s abihty to accurately aUgn the dub face with the intended target
llie user will experience an improvement in golf abiUty and performance
beaiuse tt,e aligmnent system provides the user with an on-axis view of dub,
ball and target which eliminates alignment uncertainties and improves
confidence.

*^

The scope of the invention should be determined by ttie appended
daims and ttieir legal equivalents, ratimr than by the example givl

12
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1. A process for aUgning an object in a desired direction, comprising:
aUgning a user's view to said object with the help of visual feed-back

bom a parallax correction alignment system; and
aUgning said object to said desired direction untfl said desired direction

is viewed in a turning mirror of a sighting alignment system,
wherein said object is a golf dub comprising a striking face, wherein

said reflecting means comprise a turning mirror, wherein said parallax
correction system comprises a first line and a second line, wherein said fint line
and said second line are kxated in a plane defined by the surfece nonnal of said
turning mirror and the horizontal component of the surface normal of said
striking face of said golf club, wherein said first line is located between a user's
view and said second line, wherein said first line and said second line are
separated along an optical axis extending from said user's view to said second
line, wherein said parallax correction system is aligned when said first line and
said second line overlap in said user's view in said plane, wherein said second
line is a reflection of said first line from said turning mirror, wherein said second
line does not overlap said firet line when said user's view is out of said plane.

2. The process of claim 1,

wherein the step of aUgning a user's view includes aUgning a
user's view to a goU club; and

wherein the step of aUgning said object includes aUgning said
object in said desired directwn until a golf baU and said desired direction
are viewed in a turning mirror of a sighting aUgnment system.

3. The process of daim 2, wherein the step of aUgning a user's
view in said desired direction indudes aUgning a user's view to said object
with the help of visual feed-bade bom a paraUax correction system which
is aUgned when said user's view is in the plane that contains the surface
normal of the turning mirror and the horizontal component of the
surfoce normal of the dub head striking face.

4. The process of claim 3, wherein the step of aUgning a user's
view and the step of aUgning said object are carried out while said dub
head striking face is in dose proximity to said baU, wherein the step of
aUgning a user's view to said object and the step of aUgning said object to
said desired direction are done iterativdy.

13
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5. The process of daim 4, further comprising the Step of
swinging said dub away from said baU in a repetitive fashion to verify one
can return to said dose proximity in proper alignment; thereby developing
muscle memory.

6. The process of daim 5, wherein ttie step of swinging said club
indudes swinging and aUgxiing said dub away from said baU in a
repetitive fashion at two or more positions along said swing to verify one
can rehim to said dose proximity in proper aUgnment thereby devdoping
a straight swing.

7. An apparatus for aligning an object in a desired direction,
comprising:

a parallax oomcUon alignment system comprising means for
defining a plane where parallax has been eliminated; and

a sighting aUgnment system comprising reflecting means having
a surface normal located in said plane.

wherein said ol>)ect is a golf dub comprising a striking face,
wherein said reflecting means comprise a turning mirror, wherein said
parallax correction system comprises a first line and a second line, wherein
said first line and said second line are located in a plane defined by the
surface nonnal of said turning mirror and the horizontal component of
the surface normal of said shiking face of said golf dub, wherein said first
line is kxated between a user's view and saw second line, wherein said
fi«t line and said second line are separated along an optical axis extending
from said user's view to said second line, wherein said parallax correction
system is aligned when said first line and said second line overlap in said
user^s view in said plane, wherein said second line is a reflection of said
first line from said himing mirror, wherein said second line does not
overlap said first line when said user's view is out of said plane.

a Hie apparatus of daim 7, wherein said paraUax correction
alignment system and said sighting alignment system are sdected from a
group consisting of a unit ttiat is integral with said object and a modular
unit that is fixedly attached to said object, wherein said modular unit is
detadiable. . .

9. The apparahis of claim 8, wherein said object is a golf dub
comprising a striking face.

14
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10. The apparatus of claim 7/

wherein said sighting alignment system further comprises

optical demoits selected from a group consisting of lenses and tudagrams
to alter the image of said desired direction viewed with said reflecting

means,

wherein the image pUme of the desired direction is moved to
anodier location selected from a group consisting of infinity (where it is

easiest for most people to focus) and closer in so tiie image cdnddes with
said plane where parallax has been eliminated, and

wherein the image size of the target is changed in such a way as
to adjust the sensitivity of image motion with respect to aUgnments (such
as twisting the dub head about a vertical axis through its center of mass).

11. Hie apparatus of daim 9, wherein said reflecting means
comprise a turning minor, wherein said parallax correction system
comprises a first line and a second line, wherdn said first line and said

second line are located in a plane defined by the surface normal of said
turning mirror and the horizontal component of the surfece normal of
said striking face of said golf dub, wherein said first line is located between
a user's view and said second line, wherein said first line and said second
line are separated along an optical axis extending from said user's view to

said second line, wherein said parallax correction system is aligned when
said first line and said second line overlap in said user's view in said

plane.

12. The apparahis of daim 7, wherein said first line and said

second line are selected from a grotq> consisting of a dashed line, a dotted
line, a segmented line and a textured line, wherein said first line is

selected from a group consisting of the same color on its top as on its

bottom and a difierent color on its top than on its bottom wherein said

first line contrasts wittt and is distinguishable from said second line.

13. The apparatus of daim 7, wherein said parallax correction

alignment system further comprises optical elements selected from a

group consisting of at least one lense and at least one hologram in order to

project an image, wherein said at least one hologram comprises about a 2
degree viewing angle, wherein said viewing angle is located within said

plane where parallax has been elimiiuted.

16
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14. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein said parallax conection
system comprises thin fins parallel to said plane to obscure said user's

view from said sighting aUgnment system when said user's view is out of
said plane, wherein said tWn fins are above said turning mirror and ire
embedded in a ttdn sheet of optically dear material

15. "nie apparatus of claim 7, wherein said parallax correction
system comprises a cylindrical reflector having a surfoce that is selected
from a group consisting of a segmented surface and a continuous surface,
said cylindrical reflector having surface normals that are co-planar with
said plane, wherein said user's view includes a view of a user's eye when
said eye is in said plane.

16. An apparatus for aUgning an object in a desired direction,
comprising:

a parallax correction aUgmnent system comprising means for
defining a plane where parallax has been eliminated; and

a sighting alignment system comprising reflecting means having a
surface normal located in said plane,

wherein said object is a golf dub comprising a striking face, wherein
said refleding means comprise a right prism (45»-45«»-90«), wherein said parallax
corredion system comprises a first line and a second line, wherein said first line
and said second line are on the perpendicular faces of said right prism, wherein
said first line and said second line are located in a plane defined by the surface
nonnal of said reflecting means of said right prism and the horizontal
component of the surface normal of said striking face of said golf dub, wherein
said first line is kxated between a user's view and said second line, wherein said
first line and said second line are separated akmg an optical axis extending from
said user's view to said second line, wherein said parallax corredion system is
aUgned when said first line and said second line overlap in said user's view in
said plane, wherein said first line and said second line are selected from a group
consisting of a dashed line, a dotted line, a segmented line and a texhired line.

17. The apparatus of daim 7, furttier comprising means for
momentarily bloddng said sighting aUgnment system, said means selected
bom a group consisting of a mechanical shutter and an dectronically
controlled Uquid crystal tight valve with no moving parts.

16
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18. The apparatus of claim 7, wherein shapes obscuied by fins

come into view when said parallax correction alignment system is aligned.

19. The apparatus of daim 7, wherein said means for defining

said plane where parallax has been eliminated comprises an upper notd\

located on said reflecting means and a lower notch located in a base

portion of said golf dub, wherein said plane is defined when a view ol said

upper notdi overlaps said lower notdi.

17
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